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Results

● +475% increase in Sessions
● Ranks for 608 keywords
● Traffic value increased from 

$456 to $11,760

What Happens When We Publish New Content



Results

● +620% increase in Sessions
● Ranks for 669 keywords
● Traffic value increased from 

$27 to $2,916

What Happens When We Publish New Content



What Happens When We Publish New Content

Results

● +4,368% increase in Sessions
● Ranks for 315 keywords
● Traffic value increased from 

$180 to $6,590



SaaS startups:
Move fast, break things 
grow quick



VC money  demand . 
quick growth
(at all costs)



Focus is shifted on 
short-term quick wins



SEO doesn’t work
this way



@andrewchen - Sep 3, 2019



He has a point!
Kind of.



So… what’s SEO best for?



Let’s go back one step...

What is SEO?



The “4 Phases” of an SEO Campaign
Breaking down our evergreen approach

Technical
SEO

Link 
Building

Content
Marketing

On-page
SEO



SEO benefits?



“FREE” traffic



Qualified traffic with 
intent to convert



Higher engagement 
than other channels



Examples

SaaS + SEO = Success?







Higher engagement 
than other channels
How to write & publish 
content that  RANKS? .



Higher engagement 
than other channels
Understand user needs & 
problems



Identify keywords users 
search to find your 
product



Finding the keywords
KW research isn’t a new concept - there’s no magic bullets, it’s a bit of effort.

1. Find existing keyword rankings for each page.
a. Google will index s site for a large number of keywords. We use Ahrefs / SEMrush to 

find these keywords and create a “topical” overview for what the page is (and should 

be) about.

2. For pages with no keyword rankings, we have to manually 

assign keywords. 
a. We do so by analyzing what that page is about and what a searcher would use to 

find that page. Then, we use Ahrefs and SEMRush to verify volume of those keywords. 

3. Finding competitors ranking the KWs we want. 
a. Using SEMrush we can spy on other websites to hijack their keywords.



Higher engagement 
than other channels
Map keywords by their 
intent (journey stage)



3 basic stages of query intent...
Search intent is identifying what the user wants from a query.

Informational
Intent is to find a result providing information on what I am searching for. Could be a video, blog post, FAQ, 
reddit thread or answer box result. 99% of the time searcher is NOT looking for a transactional result.

Queries. How, what, why, when, where, who or “head” keywords.

Transactional
Seeking to convert (purchase, schedule a consult, call, etc). This would be the last touch point with search.

Queries. Call, Visit, Buy, Coupon, Discount, Purchase, Promo, Sale, Upgrade, Multiple attributes (i.e. sizes + 
colors)

Investigation
Seeking more information on a more detailed [previously reviewed] topic. When a searcher is gathering 
requirements before conversion.

Queries. Best, Plans, Price, Pricing, Reviews, Single attribute (i.e. color), Security, Versus or vs, Zip codes
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3 basic stages of query intent...
Search intent is identifying what the user wants from a query.

Attention

Awareness

Discover

Consider

Customer

Informational

Transactional

Investigation
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Search funnel example
accounting software

How can we get their 
Attention

How can we make them 
Aware

How can we help them
Discover

What would make 
them

Consider

How can we 
repeat

Customer

“Tax breaks for entrepreneurs”
“What is P&L”

“How to create a balance sheet”
“How to do your own business taxes”

“Automated invoicing”
“Contractor time tracking”

“How COMPANY NAME saved CASE STUDY $1M in taxes”
“COMPANY NAME reviews”

“COMPANY NAME discount code”

“COMPANY NAME usage guide”
“Affiliate sign up COMPANY NAME”



Marketing that involves gaining traffic and 

visibility for websites through both paid and 

unpaid methods.

Let’s look at the template...



Higher engagement 
than other channels
Create a 
Content Calendar

Find ways to create 
better content than 
what’s actually ranking



Higher engagement 
than other channels
Organize your ideas in a
Content Calendar



Download: Keyword Driven Content Calendar [TEMPLATE]

❏ Status
❏ Writer
❏ URL
❏ Next Step
❏ Topic & Description

❏ Example Site
❏ Google Drive URL
❏ Title Tag + Length
❏ Meta Description + Length
❏ Headings

❏ Target Keywords
❏ Notes
❏ Recommended Word Count



Writing an SEO-friendly blog article
Seven things to consider

      Keywords in title, url, alt tags1

      Short paragraphs/url2

      Clear language3

      Headings4

      Internal links5

      External links6

      Visuals7



Publish the content



Promote the content



Consistency is key



To sum up



 

 

 

 

SEO Driven Content Strategy - The Process

RESEARCH

Identify the needs of your target 
audience, what are they 
searching in Google

CREATE

Create new content consistently, 
follow best practices to make 
your content SEO friendly.

PLAN

Select the topics / keywords you 
want to target, create a content 
calendar to go after them.

PROMOTE

Promote your content to 
relevant websites, social 
networks and other platforms. 
Try to get links.



Does anyone have any questions?

Thanks For 
Your Time


